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Abstract—Transactive or market-based coordination strategies
have recently been proposed to control the aggregate demand
of a large number of electric loads. While several operational
benefits can be achieved, such as reducing the demand below
distribution feeder capacity limits and providing users with
flexibility to consume energy based on the price they are willing
to pay, our work focuses on studying the impact of market
based coordination mechanisms on load synchronization and
power oscillations. We adopt the transactive energy framework
and apply it to a population of thermostatically controlled loads
(TCLs). We present a modified TCL switching logic that takes
into account market coordination signals, alongside the natural
switching conditions. Our studies suggest that several factors, in a
market-based coordination mechanism, could contribute to load
synchronism, including sharp changes in market prices broadcast
to loads, lack of diversity in user specified bid curves, feeder
limits being encountered periodically and being set too low, and
the form of user bid curves. All these factors can contribute in
various ways to synchronization of TCL behavior and lead to
power oscillations. The case studies provide novel insights into
challenges associated with market-based coordination strategies,
thereby providing a basis for modifications that address those
issues.

I. INTRODUCTION

The modeling and control of electric loads and their appli-
cations to power systems services have been considered in
various studies [1], [2]. Due to the significant potential of
thermostatically controlled loads (TCLs) (e.g. air-conditioners
and water heaters), several control techniques have been ex-
plored in the literature, with applications ranging from fast
regulation or load following [3], [4], [6] to optimizing the
day-ahead generation schedules [7]. These strategies typically
use either direct control via set-point variation [3], [5] or
probabilistic switching-based distributed control [6]. Another
stream of recent work employs market-based coordination
strategies or a so-called transactive energy control framework
to manage the aggregate demand of a large number of electric
loads [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. Risks related to
load synchronization and cold load pick up are discussed
in [15], [16], [17] in the context of direct load control, but
there has been limited work to investigate such risks under
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market coordinated strategies. Hence, the objective of this
paper is to identify cases where oscillatory behavior of either
power consumption levels or clearing price may emerge when
market-based coordination signals are used, and to investigate
the factors that give rise to such behavior.

Transactive control (TC) demonstration projects have shown
that with residential loads market-based coordination strategies
can reduce utility demand and congestion at peak times [9],
[8], [11], [12]. An optimization problem has been formulated
in [11] where the coordinator first makes control decisions to
maximize the social welfare, and then the individual users
choose energy consumption to maximize individual utility
based on the coordinator’s control decisions. The companion
paper [12] demonstrates the applicability of the proposed
approach. However, the impact of control strategies on the
temperature dynamics as well as the possibility and causes of
power oscillations have not been analyzed in these studies. It
is important to investigate factors that could lead to oscillatory
response, which is the focus of the paper.

To achieve our objective, we adopt the transactive coordina-
tion mechanism [8], [11], [12], and apply it to a population of
TCLs. We present a modified TCL switching logic that takes
into account market coordination signals, alongside the natural
switching conditions. Simulations suggest that several factors,
in a market-based coordination mechanism, could contribute
to load synchronization, such as sharp changes in market
prices broadcast to loads, lack of diversity in user specified
bid curves, feeder limits being encountered periodically and
being set too low, and the form of user bid curves. All these
factors can contribute to synchronization of TCL behavior
and lead to power oscillations. The case studies provide
important insights into challenges associated with market-
based coordination and control strategies. We believe that the
insights obtained through these investigations provide a basis
for addressing these challenges through modifications to the
control and market mechanisms.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides modeling details, Section III presents several case
studies and Section IV concludes by summarizing our findings
and discussing their implications.



II. MODELING OF TCLS IN TRANSACTIVE CONTROL
FRAMEWORK

A. TCL Model Preliminaries

Consider a large population of TCLs. The set-point, dead-
band, internal and ambient temperatures corresponding to each
load i are denoted by θs,i, δi, θi and θa, respectively (◦C). Each
load can be modeled as a thermal capacitance, Ci (kWh/◦C),
in series with a thermal resistance, Ri (◦C/kW). Finally, the
binary variable mi denotes whether the load is on or off, and Pi
(kW) the energy transfer rate when a cooling (or heating) TCL
is switched ON. One can model the dynamics of NTCL TCLs
using a set of independent first-order difference equations [19],

θi,t+h = aiθi,t +(1−ai)(θa,i −mi,tθg,i)+wi,t (1)

where ai = exp(−h/CiRi) is the parameter governing the ther-
mal characteristics of each TCL, θg,i = PiRi is the temperature
gain when a cooling TCL is ON and w is a noise process. The
variable mi,t for TCL i captures the TCL’s switching behavior
according to,

mi,t+h =


0, if θi < θmin

1, if θi > θmax

mi,t Otherwise
(2)

where θmin = θs,i −δi/2 and θmin = θs,i +δi/2.
With coefficient of performance ηi, the aggregate electrical

power consumed is given by,

Ptot
t =

NTCL

∑
i=1

mi,t Pi/ηi (3)

An overview of transactive market coordination mechanism
and how TCLs are incorporated is presented next.

B. Transactive Coordination Notation
πbase,t Base price forecast at time interval t
pbid

i,t Bid of load i at t
qbid

i,t Demand of load i at t
πcl,t Clearing price at t
dcl,t Cleared aggregate demand at t
dFeeder Feeder capacity limit at t
dt Aggregate demand at t

C. Market Coordination

The transactive control framework is fundamentally based
on a double auction mechanism [18]. Following the existing
literature on the TC framework and modeling of the market
clearing mechanism [11], [12], we base our work on the
following assumptions: (i) A ‘coordinator’ is present to receive
the bidding information from a population of devices and to
send back the market clearing information. (ii) Each device
is equipped with a smart thermostat that can measure the
room temperature. It also has communication capabilities to
exchange bid information with the coordinator. (iii) Before
each market period, the device measures its room temperature,
and submits a bid to the coordinator. The bid should consist
of the load power and the bidding price. (iv) The device

Fig. 1. Demand side offer mapped to temperature.

has prediction capability to forecast its temperature 5 minutes
ahead, which it then uses to establish its bidding price. Hence,
the bidding price depends on the current temperature and the
temperature 5 minutes ahead.

In a TC framework, every load submits a demand bid where
it specifies its desired amount of energy demand over a specific
interval. Note that to be consistent with the literature, we
consider 5-minute market clearing intervals. Hence, the bids
are also based on average energy demand over the 5-minute
interval.

D. Modeling of TCL Bids

Figure 1 shows how a TCL determines its bid [18], [12].
Here, an air-conditioner user bids p0

i if its temperature θi,t is
at θ set

i (i.e. desired temperature level), with the offer varying
if the temperature deviates from the set-point. Above a certain
threshold θ max

i the maximum bid is capped at pcap
i . Similarly,

below the threshold θ min
i the TCL might not be willing to bid,

so places pbid
i = 0. Figure 1 shows a piecewise linear mapping,

with slopes γ1 and γ2 depending on if the temperature is above
or below the set-point. Thus, the bid and temperature relation
can be expressed as,

pbid
i =


(θi,t −θ Set)γ1 + p0

i , if θi,t >= θ set

(θ set −θi,t)γ2 + p0
i , if θi,t < θ set

0 θi,t < θ min

pcap
i θi,t > θ max.

(4)

Since the bids are over 5-minute intervals, whereas TCLs
have faster dynamics (few seconds), θi,t may be the latest
measured temperature, or a predicted temperature (e.g. at
2.5 minutes ahead) based on its current on/off operating state,
as detailed in [12].

E. Market Clearing

Since in a transactive framework the grid is organized in a
hierarchical way, the TCL nodes are connected to a distribution
feeder, which clears an allowable demand level at a particular
price. The information sent from the feeder to the nodes is
called an incentive signal and information sent in the reverse
direction is called the feedback signal [8]. Initially the feeder
broadcasts a base price, but adjusts that price if the feeder



Fig. 2. (a) Market clearing with feeder capacity not exceeded. (b) Market
clearing with feeder capacity exceeded.

capacity constraint is exceeded. Therefore the cleared value
of the total feeder load must satisfy,

dcl ≤ dFeeder. (5)

The overall transactive control mechanism, based on [11],
[12], can be summarized as:

1) Gather anonymous bids (price versus demand) and build
an aggregate demand function (as shown in Fig. 2).

2) Obtain the base price for that time period, πbase .
3) If dbase < dFeeder (as shown in Fig. 2(a)), dcl = dFeeder.

Set πcl=πbase.
4) If dbase ≥= dFeeder (as shown in Fig. 2(b)), set dcl =

dFeeder. Set πcl .
5) Each load compares its offer with πcl and self-dispatches

if pbid
i ≥ πcl .

F. Modified TCL switching Logic

Under the transactive framework, the switching variable mi
in (1) will be multiplied by an additional decision variable vi,
thus the overall expression becomes,

θi(k+1) = ai θi(k)+(1−ai)(θA −mi(k) vi(k) θg,i) (6)

where,

vi =

{
0, if πi < πcl)

1, if πi >= πcl).
(7)

Here, vi can be thought of as an upper level decision
variable, the TCL’s response to a transactive incentive signal
or a clearing price πcl . If a TCL’s individual bid πi is above
the clearing price then vi takes the value of 1. Otherwise,
if πi < πcl then vi = 0. If at any time vi = 1 then the TCL
simply follows its natural thermostatic cycle. Note that under
the above switching scheme,

1) A TCL consumes power when mi = 1, and vi = 1.

Fig. 3. Oscillations induced by sharp changes in base price.

2) A TCL does not consume power when mi = 1 but vi = 0.
3) A TCL does not consume power when mi = 0 (natural

thermostatic off mode).

III. CASE STUDY

A. Experimental Set up

Consider a large population of 1000 TCLs. Parameter values
are similar to those used in [3], [4]. A base price is sent
at 5-minute intervals. The coordinator sends the participants
only the 5-minute ahead base price. Each load’s bid levels
are constructed with continuous offers, similar to Fig. 1. Bid
levels can range between 10 to 50 $/MWh. Each load has its
own slopes γ1 and γ2 for its bid curve. Additionally, we set
the feeder capacity constraint at 70% of the maximum power
capacity of the TCLs (5600 kW for 1000 TCLs). Since the
simulation of TCL temperature dynamics requires faster time
steps, while market clearing occurs at every 5 minutes, we
simulated the TCL temperature dynamics using a time-step
of h = 10 s, and the market mechanisms were simulated with
5-minute time-steps.

B. Oscillations induced due to changes in base price

We simulated the response of TCLs to see the effect of
sharp changes in the base price. The base price is initially
42 $/MWh and stays at that level for 6 hours before suddenly
dropping to 20 $/MWh for a further 6 hours, and then finally to
9 $/MWh for the remainder of the time. In reality, these price
changes might correspond to sudden changes in background
demand, such as an industrial load or electric vehicle charging.
In Fig. 3, we see large oscillations in aggregate power. The
sharp changes in base price have resulted in temperature
synchronization.



Fig. 4. Oscillations induced by sharp changes in base price despite hetero-
geneity.

Fig. 5. Bid evolution at 5 minute intervals for 20 TCLs randomly chosen.

Next, we consider customers who have different set-points
for their individual ACs, thus we investigate whether hetero-
geneity in the set-point has an impact. Fig. 4 shows similar
results as seen previously in Fig. 3. A general conclusion
regarding the benefit of heterogeneity thus cannot be reached.

Figure 3 provides a prototypical example of synchroniza-
tion. The TCLs started with diverse initial temperatures. But
because the base price remained high for a few hours, most
of the TCLs did not consume power. (Their bids were not
sufficiently high to get cleared.) Within a few hours their tem-
peratures synchronized. Once synchronized, groups of similar
bids get cleared and so those TCLs begin to cool. As they
cool, their bids rise, and some other group with similar bids
gets cleared. This behavior is shown in Fig. 5 by plotting the
evolution of bids of 20 TCLs (with 5 minute time-steps on the
x-axis). Note that the feeder limit is always respected, which
is achieved by raising the clearing price above the base price,
usually during sharp transitions in the base price.

Fig. 6. Temperature synchronization and highly fluctuating response with
moderate fluctuation in base prices.

C. Fast transients due to temperature synchronization and
fluctuating price

In this case instead of step changes in price, we consider
a moderate price signal with some random fluctuations. Be-
havior is shown in Fig. 6. Surprisingly this triggers a highly
fluctuating response. Investigating the temperature evolution,
we see that the synchronization of temperature along with
fluctuating movement in base price triggers fast transients.

D. Oscillations induced due to feeder capacity constraint

Figure 7 shows a situation where fast oscillations were
induced. As the aggregate power of the TCLs reaches the
feeder limit, a switching condition is triggered. This interrupts
the natural switching of the TCLs. This additional switching
condition, in this case, contributed to the observed fast tran-
sients.

E. Oscillations due to sub-groups of TCLs with similar bid
curves

This case shows that it is not necessary for all TCLs to
be synchronized at the same temperature to cause power
oscillations. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that groups of TCLs
have synchronized temperatures and their dynamics evolves in
a similar manner. This then results in quasi-periodic behavior
for the ensemble of loads. Besides large magnitude oscillations
in power, the ensemble demand also displays jitter. The quasi-
periodic evolution of the ensemble resulted in mixing of
oscillations of different frequencies.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a transactive coordination mechanism has
been applied to a population of TCLs. A modification to



Fig. 7. Fast oscillations induced due to feeder limit and groups of TCLs
having synchronized temperature.

Fig. 8. Fast oscillations induced due to feeder limit and groups of TCLs
having synchronized temperature.

TCL switching logic was established to take into account
market coordination signals, alongside the natural switching
conditions of TCLs. Investigations identification conditions
where load synchronization and power oscillations can appear.
Simulations suggest that several factors can contribute to such
synchronism, including sharp changes in base price, prolonged
flat base prices, lack of diversity in user specified bid curves,
the form of the bid curves, and similarity of bid curves
across subgroups of TCLs. It was also observed that imposing
a feeder limit constraint, while effectively limiting demand
through adjustment of market clearing prices, may lead to an
oscillatory power response where jitters appear due to mixing
of different frequency oscillations from groups of separately

synchronized TCLs. Future research will investigate these
effects in a more formal Poincaré analysis setting and develop
control algorithms that are able to avoid the risks of oscillatory
behavior from synchronized TCLs.
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